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What Is the  
Future of Doing?
Based on an insight research and success of the podcast 
series, the Future of Doing (FOD) ‘movement’ evolved into 
an a 4-week long online open program – which includes 
4 live interactive sessions –, focused on the unique needs 
of teams who deliver innovation and creativity as their 
primary function.

It’s imperative for not only creative makers, but also those 
leading creative teams, to rethink the key pillars of the 
employee experience (EX), as well as co-design a future 
workplace that permeates beyond the office walls to positively 
impact society.

How can leaders support teams of designers, creative 
directors, technologists and strategists who will help brands 
to differentiate their customer experience through innovative 
thinking? What will organizations need to do in order to 
retain this significant talent as expectations about work 
change? 

Although these are just some of the questions the program 
will debate, we will also explore the strategies and mindsets 
of businesses and, in doing so, provide a framework to 
enable such a cultural transformation.



Syllabus

Learn how brands define 
their ‘reason for being’ 
and whether or not it lines 
up with the authenticity 
that employees expect 
and clients value.

Explore the sources of 
motivation that triggers 
creative talent to find  
novel ideas and  
innovative solutions.

Reflect upon commercial 
creativity, the difference 
between renumeration 
and reward as well as 
price and value.

Discuss how the environment, 
leadership dynamics and 
evolution of remote work 
impacts creative minds’  
ability to collaborate. 

Purpose Ideas

Value and
Selling

Environment and 
Collaboration 



Methodology 

At the Berlin School, we believe in learning 
experiences that not only transform 
leadership skillsets, but also ripple through 
every interaction, team, business decision 
and society.

Each session will begin with an ‘insights’ 
briefing in which the compelling findings 
gleaned from the research done on ‘creative 
making’ will be shared and discussed.

These insights were pulled from surveying 
talent working across large tech companies, 
old and new agencies of differing sizes, 
incubators, startups and client-side 
organizations from Silicon Valley, New 
York, London, Berlin, Melbourne and other 
cities across the globe.



Purpose |  WEEK 1

Central to delivering inspirational and effective 
creative leadership is a deep understanding of the 
needs, expectations and anxieties of employees 
and customers. Today, ‘insightfully aware’ 
leadership requires a bottom-up approach on 
organizational design — a departure from the 
traditional, top-down style of management.

Authenticity kept coming up  
as the most prized attribute  
of purpose.

Many spoke about values as something put 
in a frame on the wall and a lot of them 
were meaningless beyond that. 

Listen to more on Purpose on  
Episode #1 of the Future of Doing  
podcast series.
21:17 mins

INSIGHTS BRIEFING
The insights briefing will reveal how creative makers feel 
about their organization’s purpose and values as well as how 
it connects to their individual sense of purpose, meaning and 
work-related ambitions. We will also cover organizations 
that are successfully aligning their purpose and values to  
internal operations.

 
CO-DESIGN SESSION
The working session will focus on how we might redesign 
purpose and value strategies to be operationally supportive and
have personal significance for creative makers in their life and 
work, ultimately impacting businesses and society at large.

“
”

”
“

https://soundcloud.com/berlinschool/the-future-of-doing-episode-1-purpose


Value and Selling |  WEEK 2

Since today’s marketplace offers an abundance 
of choice and commercial freedom, it has never 
been as challenging to retain the loyalty and focus 
of their employees, customers and stakeholders. 
In recognizing the changing nature of work 
and varied customer journeys, leaders gain a 
deeper and more holistic understanding of value  
and selling.

One of the issues around 
transparency, or lack thereof, in 
the market place is that it’s such a 
taboo topic.

A lot of smaller agencies said that they don’t 
pitch anymore because it’s too expensive  
and a gamble.

Listen to more on Values on  
Episode #2 of the Future of Doing  
podcast series. 
24:15 mins 

INSIGHTS BRIEFING
Touching on issues of commercial value and diversity of  
creative talent, the research insights will discuss biases,  
assumptions and beliefs on evaluation, promotion and remuner-
ation. We will acknowledge perceptions on how creative ser-
vices are sold, whether as a creative partner organization or an 
individual creative consultant. During the briefing, we will also 
discuss organizations that are experimenting with new forms of 
evaluation and remuneration as well as those companies that 
are rethinking their value propositions and the gig economy for 
creative makers.
 
CO-DESIGN SESSION
The working session will focus on redesigning evaluation struc-
tures to connect contribution and creative thinking in order to 
reward, without bias, a diverse set of creative thinkers. We will 
specifically hone in on redesigning the selling and buying pro-
cess so that creative consulting (including freelancers) can con-
nect better with a genuine market need.

Listen to more on Selling on  
Episode #4 of the Future of Doing 
podcast series. 
23:41 mins 

“

“

”

”

https://soundcloud.com/berlinschool/the-future-of-doing-2-value
https://soundcloud.com/berlinschool/future-of-doing-4-selling


Ideas |  WEEK 3

We will take a deeper look at how world-class 
organizations and their leaders are experimenting 
with new approaches to commercial creativity 
that stimulates and sustains ideation, while also 
enabling employees to realize their individual 
and collective potential. 

When they had the freedom to not 
worry about whether or not it was 
going be a great idea and just 
had room to play and experiment, 
it allowed them to be far more 
innovative or creative and to get 
really great results. 

Slightly more creatives feel that they only 
sometimes, or actually rarely get to do, 
innovative or creatively excellent work.

Listen to more on Ideas on Episode #3  
of the Future of Doing podcast series.
 21:26 mins

INSIGHTS BRIEFING
The research insights will reveal the conditions that creative mak-
ers need for great thinking and how they define creative excel-
lence and innovation. Organizations that are redesigning how 
they engage their teams in more innovative thinking will also be 
discussed.

 
CO-DESIGN SESSION
During the working session, we will focus on redesigning the 
workplace to enhance those conditions and remove barriers in 
order for superior problem solving and innovation to flourish.

“

” “
”

https://soundcloud.com/berlinschool/future-of-doing-3-ideas


Environment and Collaboration |  WEEK 4

Effective leaders know that open plan offices 
and free food, alone, are not conducive to a 
thriving organizational culture around creativity 
and sustained engagement. Instead, leaders 
today are designing work processes that foster 
a sense of collective potential. This unites the 
organization and fuels cross-silo collaboration 
that involves a range of diverse stakeholders 
within the organization as well as externally with 
its customers.

Offices and certainly agencies are 
almost entirely designed around 
neurotypical people.

Many said that they had to actively avoid their 
office because it was an open-plan and there 
were so many meetings – it was impossible for 
them to get any work done. 

Listen to more on Environment on  
Episode #5 of the Future of Doing  
podcast series. 
19:56 mins

Listen to more on Collaboration on  
Episode #6 of the Future of Doing  
podcast series. 
23:54 mins 

INSIGHTS BRIEFING
We will discuss the research findings on creative workplace  
environments as well as collaboration dilemmas and opportu-
nities within teams, whether remotely or across multiple loca-
tions. Organizations that have redesigned workplaces and tools 
around global collaboration and neuro-divergence will also play 
a major role in this discussion.

 
CO-DESIGN SESSION
The working session will focus on the redesign of the physical 
workplace and how collaboration can be enhanced for and to 
include remote and multidisciplinary teams.“

” “
”

https://soundcloud.com/berlinschool/future-of-doing-5-environment
https://soundcloud.com/berlinschool/future-of-doing-6-collaboration


Key 
Takeaways

The combination of online insight briefings 
and working sessions will help participants to 
rethink their individual employee experiences, 
at the same time giving them solid insights and 
frameworks to take back to their organizations in 
order to continue to iterate and refine. 
 

• Solid insights and frameworks to improve 
employee experience locally and beyond.

• Co-designed plans to bring back to your 
teams, customers and clients.

• Toolkit for leaders, HR professionals  
and consultancies wanting to initiate  
the development of a creative or 
innovative capability within their 
organization or clients.

Listen to Episode #7: Recap Special  
on the Future of Doing podcast series.
23:54 mins

https://soundcloud.com/berlinschool/future-of-doing-7-recap-special


Who 
Should 
Attend

The Future of Doing is perfect for anyone 
responsible for delivering creative or  
differentiated ideas, products or services. 

Lead Designers and 
Creative Directors
 

Strategists

Technologists

Heads of Personnel  
and Consultancy Leaders

APPLY NOW

https://www.berlin-school.com/future-doing-booking-form


Why Take Part
There is an astounding amount of content emerging about today’s employee 
experience. Yet, very little focuses on the niche needs of creatives. We 
believe – now more than ever – it’s time to bring to light compelling findings 
that inspire discussion in order to create progressive change in workplaces 
across the globe.
 
In attending the Future of Doing, not only are you taking part in a powerful 
and timely debate, you’re joining a cultural movement – one that will 
positively impact the lives of creative makers. 



This online program is designed to offer  
the unique blend of academic thinking and 
industry-led hands-on learning sessions by 
experience strategists and guest speakers.

Meet the  
Instructors 



Marília Lobo  

Director of Strategy  
& Learning Innovation,
Berlin School of  
Creative Leadersip

Marília is in charge of leading the content curation and moderation 
of the Future of Doing. 

As Director of Strategy and Learning Innovation, she aligns the 
school’s program development strategies, community and marketing 
to foster business growth and cutting-edge educational offerings (like 
the Future of Doing, for instance). Marília is an enthusiastic and 
highly skilled creative entrepreneur  whose non-traditional career 
path started by setting up her own business.

At the Berlin School, Marília gets to channel her passion for education 
to leverage leading edge and pragmatically applied business 
approaches by looking beyond the obvious; using a disciplined yet 
creative process to nurture the interplay between external perspectives 
and the school’s internal capabilities.  Grounded in the ‘strategy 
as learning’ approach,  her objective is to guide and  advance 
the team towards collective and collaborative results. Marília is  
an alumna (Class 18) of the Berlin School’s Executive MBA in  
Creative Leadership. 

Prior to the Berlin School, Marília has always been involved with 
educational initiatives as a faculty member, visiting professor, keynote 
speaker and instructional design consultant for business schools  
and corporations. 



With more than 20 years of experience working in the creative 
industry, Tracy Brown has perfected the art of getting the best 
possible experiences for end users and the teams that deliver those 
experiences. Her carefully honed approach has been developed 
based on the various roles she’s held — from web designer to 
creative director to UX designer to service designer to experience 
strategist — and through trials that have covered all industries.
 
Having started her career in Cape Town in the late ‘90s before 
moving to London at the beginning of the dotcom boom and 
ultimately relocating to Melbourne in 2014, her expertise offers a 
global perspective that informs her work as a CX director, where 
she leads work across APAC and accesses inspired thinking about 
AI and technology that will change our approach to work itself. Her 
experiences of working with multiple organizations across cultures 
inspired her to find a tangible solution to the global workplace 
challenges expressed in “The Meritocracy Manifesto”.

Tracy Brown  

Experience  
Strategist and Author,  
The Meritocracy Manifesto



Barry Mowszowski is an independent strategy director who spe-
cializes in business transformation, innovation and communications 
strategy. He has taken more than two decades of experience in se-
nior strategy roles at agencies in major tech hubs like San Francisco, 
Sydney and New York — the most memorable of which was working 
alongside David Droga at Publicis NY and Droga5 — and built up a 
successful portfolio of clients in the Asia Pacific region. 

In partnering with The Future Laboratory and Contagious as the head 
of strategy for the region, Barry has ventured into the future of work 
and the fourth industrial revolution. He has also assumed the role of 
marketing director for Faethm, a Sydney-based predictive analytics 
platform that drives economic and social value from emerging tech-
nologies. A proud graduate, like Marília, of the Berlin School (Class 
13), Barry says the foundation of his career has always involved 
collaboration with smart and tenacious people — those who also 
want to build brand experiences that drive profit and social purpose.

Barry 
Mowszowski  

Independent Strategy 
Director



Dates
The program will run from August 14 to September 11, 2020 and 
includes asynchronous content and one live session per week. All 
participants registered get access to the Berlin School online campus 
where classes and content will be hosted.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

https://www.berlin-school.com/future-of-doing-faq


Pricing
Regular Pricing: €880*

Special Pricing: €750* 
for Berlin School alumni, participants and partner organizations

*Local VAT to be added

**Non-degree certificate.

WHAT’S INCLUDED 

• A 4-week long online open program which  
includes 4 live interactive sessions.

• Membership to the Berlin School online campus, 
Home of Creative Business Leadership, until 
December 2020.

• Berlin School Certificate of Participation.**

APPLY NOW

https://www.berlin-school.com/future-doing-booking-form


About the 
Berlin School

The Berlin School began in 2006, founded by a group of executives 
from the creative industries who believed that ‘Creative Leadership is 
the key to raising the standards’. 

Today, we go beyond creative industries, applying the best of our 
DNA –  a deep understanding of business complexity and creative 
environments – to an array of industries and contexts, using a non-
traditional approach to leadership development. 

Creative minds want to learn with us and connect with a global network 
of like-minded creative business leaders.



Join the 
Movement

#futureofdoing

www.berlin-school.com/future-of-doing
APPLY TODAY

Follow us on our social channels

Berlin School

school/berlin-school-of-creative-leadership

@berlinschool

@berlinschool

www.berlin-school.com/future-of-doing
https://twitter.com/BerlinSchool
https://www.linkedin.com/school/berlin-school-of-creative-leadership
https://www.instagram.com/berlinschool/
https://www.facebook.com/berlinschool/
https://www.berlin-school.com/future-doing-booking-form



